CORRIGENDUM

Tender No. NAL/PUR/CAD/322/19-Z

Tender ID: 2019_CSIR_37839_1 Dated 23-Dec-2019

In continuation of CSIR-National Aerospace Laboratories Tender No. NAL/PUR/CAD/322/19-Z Dated 23-Dec-2019 for "Procurement of 3-Axis Control Loading System along with the Mechanical Design and Fabrication of Frame", the bidders abroad can participate in the pre-bid through Skype (Skype id:vijeesht@gmail.com) or the bidders may nominate their Indian agents to participate in person. Further, the bidders may send their queries by email, before the pre-bid date. The queries received after the pre-bid will not be considered.

Other clauses of the bidding document remain unchanged.
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